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UPCOMING
EVENTS

UPCOMING
EVENTS

10/28/2013
Monthly Meeting
@ Fairgrounds
6 PM: Pat C, Bruce Parker
7 PM: Pat C, Bruce Parker
Contact: Pat C

11/9/2013
TRRT training
Time and location TBA
Contact: Fred Hutt

12/16/2013
Christmas Party
5:30 PM
@ Durango Rec Center

NO monthly meeting in December!LPCSAR —
Monthly Meeting Ideas

s we put together the training calendar
it came to mind that this training is all
about what we can bring to you.

Please take a few minutes – think about what
trainings would have value to you and let Tom
B. know. 

A

FIRST LEGO League
IRST LEGO League (“FLL”) is a global
program created to get kids excited about
science and technology. Focusing on

students, ages 9-14. FLL utilizes theme-based
Challenges to engage kids in research, problem
solving, and engineering. The FLL program prepares
elementary-aged students to think like scientists and
engineers through a fun, creative, hands-on learning
experience. The ultimate vision of FLL is to “create a world where young people dream of
becoming science and technology heroes” (see attached impact statement from FLL). The
Durango First Lego League’s Mission is to inspire students to explore science and
technology to solve global problems through local action.  
Dan and Kim Harms are involved in the local chapter – “Brick Force” has been working
on a project and will be presenting at the next General Membership meeting.  We look
forward to seeing what these young people have put together  - subject matter - winter
avalanche.

Winter Response Team: Training Assistant Needed
e’re looking for someone that could help Josh Kling in the leadership of the WRT.
If you have the skill sets for safe route finding in the winter environment, avalanche
search skills, and a desire to help other Team members improve our skills – YOU

could be the one we are looking for!  We are working on the winter training calendar at
this time and could use some help in putting dates/events on the calendar.  If you have
questions please get with Ron or Josh and see what a great opportunity this could be.
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NOTE:
I was going to put in a piece about
CORSAR reimbursements – BUT
there is still to much up in the air
and don’t want to bring confusion. 

Important Numbers:
Non-Emergency Dispatch: 385-2900
Mission Availability Call-In Number: 403-5727
Emergency Operations Center (EOC): 382-6274 or 382-6275
Sheriff’s Office: 247-1157 or 247-1161
Active Mission Cell Phone: 749-0911

PRESIDENT – Ron Corkish – RCorkish@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT – Tom Brueckner – Tom.Brueckner@yahoo.com
TREASURER – Jason Meininger – Meininger13@gmail.com
SECRETARY – Dave Austin – Dave@dave-austin.com

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1885, Durango, CO 81302-1885
E-mail: secretary@laplatasar.org
Website: www.laplatasar.org
Newsletter: RCorkish@gmail.com

La Plata Search & Rescue Medical Team
s most of you know, we have been working hard to bring to fruition a new
physician advisor for LPCSAR.  We have succeeded in this endeavor with
Dr. Dave Hughes taking on this important role. Thank you Dr. Hughes!!

With a committed physician advisor, we are now moving forward in formally
organizing this important medical support team within LPCSAR. The bottom line:
Continue to follow our overall team philosophy of providing exemplary service to
our community as it pertains to patient access, care, and evacuation. We
feel confident that this team will only enhance the safety, capability, and team effect
that we already enjoy within LPCSAR, as we strive to provide the best possible
service to our community.

A small group of LPCSAR Medical Team committee members, working
together with representatives of the LPCSAR leadership, have been exploring how
this team can contribute to the overall LPCSAR mission in a variety of areas. Some
of these include more formal wilderness based medical training opportunities, new
Medical Team Member Orientation and certification requirements, protocol
development, case reviews and patient follow-up, team medical kit considerations,
patient access considerations, and realistic medical focused team integration in
overall training and on rescue missions. 

We will have more details on team membership, upcoming orientation
training opportunities, and other important details that are in the works at our next
general meeting Monday October 28th.  

Sincerely,
Leo Lloyd

LPCSAR Medical Team Coordinator
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LPCSAR – 
Search for a Home

ust a quick update – and appre-
ciation for the time that Ed & Patti
Zink / Butch K / Dave A / Tom B

have put into the discussions of  “where
will our permanent home be?”.   We
have had very encouraging discussions
with County Management and believe
that the plan we are currently working on
could provide an excellent long term lo-
cation / security / central access to the
majority of our mission calls / ease of
construction.   At this point I am “cautiously
optimistic” about the plan and yet there
are still several hurdles and a little heavy
lifting – not to mention funding – before
we can make any type of formal an-
nouncement.   In the mean time, Rod
Barker continues to be a gracious host at
our current location and in my last con-
versation with him – Monday – 10-21-13
– there were no existing plans for change
of use on the property.  We know that the
use of that property will change,  but
nothing on the horizon and our intent
would be to make our move before he
needs to make his change of use.
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